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I.

Pyramid Schemes in Everyday Life

Throughout the year of 2013, writers at Fortune, CNBC, Bloomberg, Wall Street
Journal, New York Times and a host of local newspapers and television news programs
have all shown a new and intense interest in the question of whether or not Herbalife is a
pyramid scheme. Herbalife is a revered icon of “multi-level marketing” (MLM) and now
it is also a focus of intense speculation and interest on the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE:HLF).
By “pyramid scheme” in this case is meant an illegal enterprise based upon robbingPeter-to-pay-Paul, rather than upon a fair exchange of value in a free and voluntary
contract. In the Herbalife pyramid accusations, the purchase transactions between
Herbalife and its distributors are said to be based on deception and therefore fail the test
of free and voluntary. They are said to result in financial losses to nearly all who invest
as Herbalife “distributors,” flunking the test of fair exchange of value. The business
media has cast this as a binary debate about whether Herbalife is a legitimate, profitable
business that is worthy of respectable Wall Street investment, or a classic pyramid
scheme that merely transfers the investments of later (failed) investors to the early ones at
the top which would not be a business at all.
Before making a deeper analysis of what a pyramid scheme is, one important and
revealing truth must be stated: For very good and sound reasons, millions of Americans
question why “robbing Peter to pay Paul” would be illegal in the first place. Indeed, for
millions of people it sounds like their household budgets and what they know of the
entire national economy.
Millions of people borrow money from banks to buy homes that could never be finally
paid for by them, but they are assured that the homes will somehow be worth more than
they paid when they eventually sell, enabling them to satisfy their loan. Then they will
borrow money again on an even more expensive house, which they are told will also
grow in value faster than their accumulate debt thus magically turning the debt into an
income. Many live month-to-month on advances from credit card companies to pay for
daily necessities and often carry a balance that may never be paid. The merchants they
paid with their credit cards relied on revolving loans that may never be satisfied.
Conservative and otherwise frugal consumers fantasize about winning a state-run lottery
in which they would get the money that millions of others, most of whom are poor, lose.
For entertainment they may go to Las Vegas, even bringing their children with them, in
the hopes of winning money that others lost. They invest in 401Ks that are based on stock
prices which they are told will always rise. If they sell their stock, they are told that those
who buy them will pay more, even if the general economy declines and wages do not
rise. If for some reason the stock market goes down in valuation while they are still
investing, they are told not to worry and to buy even more stock in the faith that it will go
back up again later, for sure, and they will make even more on the stocks they bought
during the down periods. Indeed the ever-rising stock market is presented as a better and
safer investment than guaranteed pensions and fixed payment annuities. Later they will
borrow against those retirement funds to cover part of the costs of college for their
children who will also take on long term debt to cover the full costs. The full costs of
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education keep rising and today many families question whether these debts can be
repaid in their lifetimes.1 All along they paid into Social Security that is transferred to
current retirees’ pensions. When they retire they will get funds transferred to them from
younger workers. The price of the benefits increase annually but the wages on which the
contributions are based decline. During their lives they will enjoy government services
that they are told are paid for, not from current taxation, but by loans from China that can
never be fully repaid. To keep pace with the mysterious force called “inflation”, some
will try their hands as home-based eBay speculators hoping to scoop up items that
uninformed sellers don’t realize might be valuable. Other good citizens may try real
estate “flipping”, often in hopes of profiting on others’ tragically foreclosed properties.
And some may spend their hours on the laptops “day-trading”, in search of quick profit at
the cost of some other less informed investors. And finally, when they become old and
frail, they will be cared for by Medicare or Medicaid, which they have been told is
operating on money borrowed from the future and will probably never be repaid in full.
Whether in simple innocence or from savvy insight into their macro-economic
environment, whenever someone openly questions why the Herbalife “robbery,” or any
other pyramid “transfer” should be illegal, it is a recognition of an important fact: the
elements and the results of a pyramid scheme are already commonplace and firmly
rooted in the national economy, the business community and in the daily finances of
millions of people.
As this essay will demonstrate, both Wall Street and Main Street, in fact, love and
respect the pyramid scheme for sound business reasons. Herbalife and multi-level
marketing are the vanguard of an economic revolution. The terms, “pyramid” and
“Ponzi,” are better known today than ever before, not because of exposure or prosecution,
but because their dynamics have already permeated more areas of commerce and daily
life and now function as day-to-day business, finance and public policy.
As for that element of “deception,” – before going more deeply in this essay – it should
at least be noted that advertising agencies are given national awards for creating the
impression of added value. Indeed, isn’t it the goal of all marketing, advertising, and
salesmanship to incite demand, increase the selling price and boost profit margins on
ordinary products, regardless of their intrinsic value? “Deception” is our greatest
economic stimulus!
Finally, we cannot proceed further into this subject of pyramids without acknowledging
the ultimate pyramid fact. Our entire economy depends upon the expectation of
continuous, unending, and unlimited growth! Correspondingly, periods of slow or zero
growth are never viewed as states of stability or equilibrium, but rather as frightening
indicators of impending decay, decline and eventual collapse.
Those who question why robbing Peter for Paul’s gain would be illegal are not showing
naiveté or crassness. They are just acknowledging a basic principle of a free market. One
person’s robbery is another person’s sale.
1

Cost of a college degree has risen 1,120% over the last 30 years.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/15/cost-of-college-degree-increase-12-fold-1120-percentbloomberg_n_1783700.html http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/15/cost-of-college-degree-increase12-fold-1120-percent-bloomberg_n_1783700.html
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II.

MLM: Made in America

Returning to the case of Herbalife, the Peter who is supposedly robbed would be
millions of Main Street households, mostly in the lower income strata, who pay to
become Herbalife distributors and sign contracts to participate in Herbalife’s “unlimited”
income opportunity. Paul, the beneficiary of the alleged robbery, would be Herbalife’s
Wall Street shareholders and the company’s top promoters and corporate executives who
run a global recruitment program that enrolls as many as 2 million new people into the
“unlimited” pay plan each year to replace nearly that many that quit annually.
With over $4 billion in revenue, and more than 3 million households signed up as
Herbalife “distributors” in 65 countries each year, this charge of fraud against Herbalife
might appear to be a matter of great economic magnitude and ethical meaning. Actually,
the potential significance reaches far beyond Herbalife. To question Herbalife is to
implicate the entire economic sector of which Herbalife is only a part. Herbalife is
prototypical “multi-level marketing” (MLM), the new business model – invented in
America – with the hallmark “unlimited” pay plan. The longest running company today
that uses this model is Amway, short for American Way.
From its earliest beginnings, the MLM business has been both a target of pyramid
scheme claims and the herald of a new and dynamic business model. Two of the earliest
MLMs in America, Koscot Interplanetary and Holiday Magic, were both fatally attacked
by government regulators who claimed the business models were illegal pyramid
schemes. Before giving their corporate lives to the cause, both of these MLM pioneers
were wildly successful, attracting hundreds of thousands of people and generating
ecstatic enthusiasm among the followers.2
In addition to introducing the breakthrough “endless chain” proposition into the sales
world, both of these forerunners made powerful use of another new marketing tool, also
considered an American invention, and which is now a core component of all MLM
companies. This is the use of “mind over matter” disciplines3 in which focused belief,
avoidance of doubt, strict adherence to the dictates of “success leaders” and the constant
and vivid conjuring of dreams of financial success and personal fulfillment are utilized,
replacing the old tools of sales training, due diligence, and market analysis.
After dispensing with Koscot, the Federal Trade Commission in 1975 set its sights on
Amway which, at that time had over 300,000 distributors enrolled. To paraphrase Martin
Luther King, “The arc of the free market is long, but it always bends toward profit.
2

Holiday Magic was founded in 1964 by William Penn Patrick. In June 1973, the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) filed a lawsuit against Holiday Magic, charging Patrick with "bilking
some 80,000 people out of more than $250 million. In June 1973 the FTC found that Holiday Magic was in
violation of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

3

Glenn W. Turner, founder of Koscot Interplanetary, was the founder of the motivation program, “Dare to
Be Great”, which operated in 13 countries. William Penn Patrick, founder of Holiday Magic, was also
owner of “Leadership Dynamics”, often referenced as the first form of what psychologists term "Large
Group Awareness Training", and Mind Dynamics, considered a precursor to other “large group” training
programs such as Est and LifeSpring.
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Business shall overcome!” After a four-year court battle, an FTC Administrative Law
Judge ruled that Amway could continue as a business.
Endless Debates about Endless Chains
The FTC judge’s ruling was ambiguous, and interpretations of it are as conflicting and
divergent as those of Scripture. The 1979 ruling seemed to give a green light to the
endless chain model, but it also required that the people on the chain had to be “retailers”,
inferring that an endless chain of retailers is a legal endless chain while an endless chain
of non-retailers would not be legal. This sharpened the debate that endures to today about
the relationship between rewards to recruiters and whether retail sales are necessary to
legality. Amway’s defense, under sworn testimony, was that its rewards to recruiters
ultimately came from subsequent retail sales made by the newest recruits in the open
market “externally”, that is, sales to non-distributors. Amway explained to the court that
the rewards that were paid to recruiters on the “internal” purchases of recruits were only
“advance retail commissions”, that is, they were actually overrides on the retail sales that
the distributors subsequently made and were not based on the purchases of the
distributors at all.
In later years, Amway and all other MLMs that adopted the Amway plan argued that
sales to distributors are retail sales and so there is no requirement, under the 1979 ruling,
for the subsequent “external” sales to non-distributors. As distributors, everyone on the
chain could just buy “from themselves” and never actually sell anything, and if they
recruited others on to the endless chain, they were actually “acquiring customers” for the
MLM company. Under this scenario, the definition of “retail” was transformed to include
purchases made by distributors under reseller contracts at wholesale prices.
The various distinctions that emerged from that judge’s ruling are quaint by today’s
realities. No one speaks today about “advance retail commissions.” Contradictions
between what Amway said back in 1979 and what it is saying and doing today must be
viewed in the context of the times and understood as adaptations to changing markets and
politics.
The bottom line is that MLM, with its hallmark endless chain income offer, was
“legalized”. The FTC, which had tried to strangle MLM in its crib, quietly endorsed
MLM with regulatory silence under the Reagan and then George H. W. Bush
administrations that immediately followed the ruling. Prosecutions were rarely initiated
over the next 12 years and never aimed at any of the larger MLMs. No inquiry was made
into retail sales levels to determine if the Amway commissions really were advances on
later retail sales or were based only on the internal purchases of new recruits as they
joined the chain, with money flowing on each transaction from the bottom levels all the
way back to the very top.
The Market, which is the ultimate arbiter of all human activity, immediately embraced
the newly legalized MLM model and its revolutionary promises and opportunities. Many
more MLM companies were soon founded. Herbalife was among the very first to be
created on the Amway model, launching the very next year, 1980. Millions of Americans
began to join them, and MLM quickly spread to many other countries, often with the help
of the US Dept. of Commerce.
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Nevertheless, legal questions continued, as today’s Herbalife controversy reflects. The
experts still ponder:
•

When the transfer payments and rewards that are tied to endless recruiting are filtered
through product purchases by the participants is it still a pyramid scheme or has it
now become a sales business?

•

How would you to track the pyramid money flow when all the participants are under
the same sales contract that enables them to buy products “from themselves,” and
those who recruit others are not selling them products but just enrolling them to also
“buy from themselves”?

Are the participants robbing each other, like Peter and Paul, or selling to one another
like merchants and customers, and is there really a difference?
In 2002 a scholarly paper was published in an academic journal by two economists, one
with the FTC, that offered a legal argument and a mathematical formula for
distinguishing pyramid schemes among MLMs. The formula resurrected the long
forgotten notion of “advance retail commissions” and sought to quantify an arbitrary
aggregate amount of required levels of retail sales for establishing an MLM’s legality.4
Few people could understand the business model math or the legal grounds applied by the
scholars, who were not attorneys. In the end, though the paper was often quoted, it only
added to the confusion. To this day, savvy Wall Street investors and Ph.D. analysts
continue to disagree about how to identify pyramid schemes among multi-level
marketing operations but these debates have had no noticeable effect, positive or
negative, on MLM growth and revenue. MLM continues to expand globally and its
leaders are increasingly viewed as business innovators, honored in the media, blessed by
clergy and revered for their integrity.
•

4

Peter J. Vandernat and William W. Keep, “Marketing Fraud: An Approach to Differentiating Multilevel
Marketing from Pyramid Schemes,” Journal of Public Policy & Marketing (Spring 2002), at 139– 151.
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III.

Pyramid vs. Business, a Distinction without a Difference

The MLM question “Is it a pyramid scheme?” confounds the regulators and causes
confusion and conflict among the great minds of academia, the media, and Wall Street
because that question is unanswerable. The judge’s ruling in the Amway case was
ambiguous because, by 1979, the distinction between legitimate business and pyramid
scheme had already fallen away. It is a distinction without a difference.5
The truth is that MLM is a legitimate business and it is a pyramid scheme.
Herbalife’s inconsistent and unconvincing defense against the recent pyramid charge is
due to the lingering need to deny this obvious reality of the pyramid scheme as a
business. The public, the media and the government are still holding on to an outdated
view that businesses cannot be pyramid schemes. Herbalife is therefore trapped in a
denial of its own business model. Free to tell the truth, it would be declaring that it is a
pyramid and would be making its case for why there is nothing wrong with that.
Herbalife should be showing that this claim that MLMs are “illegal” pyramid schemes is
a witch hunt based on economic ignorance and prejudice rooted in the past when old
values restricted commerce. Pyramid scheme businesses today are economic bread and
butter. They are the American Way.
The MLM plan offers a chance for each newly recruited distributor to profit from an
ever-expanding number of sub-distributors, called a “downline.” Other publicly traded
luminaries using exactly this same model include Nuskin, Usana, Reliv, Mannatech, and
Medifast. There are hundreds of others that are privately held enterprises. Some of
America’s paragons of peddling, such as Avon, adopted parts of the MLM model when
their traditional door-to-door model faced fatal obsolescence. Avon has had difficulty
while its MLM counterparts that sell the same types of health and beauty goods have
flourished, partly because Avon has not embraced MLM fully.
Many other companies employ shades of the model in what are called “party plan”
sales, though these companies should not be placed in the same category as the ferocious
recruiting tigers like Herbalife and Amway and hundreds of their imitators. The party
plans, by their design of making sales only in home party settings, are limited in their
reach and in their economic promise to sponsors and hosts of the parties. How many
parties one can organize and how much can be sold at a party are obviously finite, and
they can be readily calculated. They lack the mystery and electrifying power of the
“unlimited income” promise. They are still based on the old and restrictive model, which
Avon clings to, of product branding, customer preference and market pricing. Most of
them remain in the old world of retail.
The recruiting-MLMs, like Amway, Nuskin, Herbalife and hundreds more, mostly sell
the same products found in health food stores or on the internet. Herbalife fits into the
non-FDA-approved sector with its protein powder drinks. But MLMs now also hawk
electricity and natural gas utilities and life insurance and even real estate to consumers in
5

Defined in Wikipedia as “a type of logical fallacy where an author or speaker attempts to describe a
distinction between two things even though there is, in fact, no actual difference.”
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some states. The types of products moved by the MLM “endless chain” model are
expanding, as the pyramid scheme enters more sectors of the market.
The Washington DC-based Direct Selling Association (DSA) reports that hundreds of
MLM companies aggregately gain $30 billion in revenue in the USA, with each one
employing the same type of sales chain that can theoretically expand forever and funnel
unlimited override commissions to those above, forever. The sales chains are unbound by
traditional factors of geography, population size, demographics, income levels or the
presence of competitive companies. The funds for sales commissions are obtained
directly and only from the recruits and recruiters themselves. There is no record of and no
requirement for an accounting of customer sales made to buyers outside the membership
of the sales chain. There is no need for such an accounting. In the new MLM model, enduser customers, as they used to be understood, are no longer needed. Direct selling has
been ingeniously reinvented.
Most marketing experts believed that “direct selling” had died a natural death at the
hands of big box stores, online sales, and cultural changes that made in-house selling
unfeasible. People had stopped allowing strangers into their homes or no longer had the
time or were not willing to listen to lengthy and sometimes hard-sell presentations.
Beyond those distribution and marketing factors that made “direct selling” obsolete,
economists also declared that the operating costs of the door-to-door model made it
uncompetitive in pricing, selection, and convenience compared to modern retail and
online merchandising.
Multi-level marketing pioneers like Amway looked at those same trends of
obsolescence and saw golden opportunity. They took that treasured identity of the
resolute and always optimistic Yankee peddler and created a new business model using
its still revered old name, “direct selling.” The result was not only the reinvigoration of
direct selling but the creation of a new economic order.
•

In the obsolete direct selling model, salespeople were recruited to sell products to
end-user customers. In the brilliantly reinvented direct selling model, the salespeople
themselves are the end-users!

•

In the old model, the profit opportunity was the chance to sell the products. In the
new model, the profit opportunity is the chance to sell the profit opportunity!

In the old model the salespeople sold products to get paid. In the new model,
salespeople buy products to get paid!
If this new model, which Herbalife and its MLM counterparts employ, is to be called
fraud, then much of the American population must now be in on the heist, all trying to
pillage friends and neighbors. To attack MLM as fraud is therefore to impugn the
intelligence and ethical awareness of the average American! Today, as many as 15
million American households are reportedly enrolled, each having paid for the right to
buy MLM products at distributor discount pricing and possibly to gain “unlimited”
rewards if they recruit friends-and-family into the sales chain.
In the 21st Century, the scene of friends-and-family recruiting other friends-and-family
into MLM’s hallmark “opportunity” is pure Americana. Who has not, by now, been
invited by a colleague at work, a fellow church member, or a brother-in-law? The
recruitment experience has been satirically portrayed in The Office, in Dilbert, and on
•
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King of Queens. Comedians Penn & Teller dedicated an entire segment to MLM on their
Showtime comedy, Bullshit.
Comedy is a form of tribute, but the highest praise and honor for
the economic role of the new American army of MLM recruiters
came in a special video presentation by America’s most trusted
salesman, ex-president Bill Clinton.6 Herbalife, in particular, was
given a similar tribute by one of America’s greatest ambassadors,
President Clinton’s former Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright.
She characterized Herbalife’s global mission as promoting
democracy, free markets and good nutrition.7

6
7

See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9n9es5LjC5M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QV7JZbKWwWA
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IV.

Ubiquitous, Invisible and Inexplicable

So pervasive are MLMs in America today that they almost cannot be avoided, yet they
also can hardly be located. They are literally everywhere. Such is the nature of a virtual
business in an increasingly virtual economy that transcends traditional economic laws.
MLMs have no need for advertising and require no storefronts. They are almost never
mentioned in the media, which has little understanding of the model, except occasionally
in reference to pyramid schemes. They spread person-to-person and so are unknown to
most people until they experience their first direct solicitation. First encounters can have
the power of a spontaneous religious conversion for some people, changing their lives
forever. This is the power of the unlimited income offer delivered by dedicated
visionaries. Solicitations may come at any time from almost anyone that an individual
may know but was not aware of their MLM affiliation. These intimate financial
solicitations are frequent in church settings, at weddings, class reunions and funerals.
Even patients sitting in the dentist’s chair or on the massage table may be approached by
a trusted professional. Clergy are among the more successful enrollers. Sometimes MLM
enrollers may make the life-changing approach to total strangers in a grocery store or
restaurant.
Ubiquitous, yes, and in keeping with is virtual state with an infinite opportunity,
mysterious also. Almost no one can fully explain MLM’s hallmark feature, the
“unlimited” pay plan with its multiple bonuses and commissions factored by varying
configurations of rank, sales volume and the size and structure of the recruiting chain.
The high churn rates and the compensation rules that continuously shift benefits to the
next higher level in the ranks require a computer to calculate the many variables.
Comprehension of MLM pay plans without direct participation and significant
experience with them is unlikely. However, “due diligence”, a fixation of conventional
business, is useless, anyway, in the new, unlimited model. Personal belief, strict
adherence to the system’s requirements, and obedience and loyalty to the leadership are
the prime ingredients for success. Diligence and doubt are, in fact, precursors to failure.
Like The Market itself, which can never err and is the true path to meeting human needs,
MLM is governed by transcendent laws. Faith and vision are, therefore, the individual’s
greatest asset in achieving success.
Although hundreds of thousands of high school students join MLMs every year and
MLM recruiting is rampant on college campuses, neither the MLM business model nor
its famous compensation plan is taught in schools. Rather, students and people of all ages
are learning about MLM in the greatest of all educational settings – the Marketplace.
The MLM pay plan is popularly believed to be extraordinarily lucrative. Persuasive
testimonials about the wonders of the plan are everywhere on the Internet and the glad
tidings of amazing success are dramatically delivered at MLM meetings by recruiters.
Math analysis or financial disclosures of actual income averages aside, the popularity of
the MLM pay plan operates in accord with the highest law of the Market: “Perception is
Reality.” The public perceives the MLM pay plan as a ticket to wealth, and so it goes.
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Political Power
During the last presidential campaign, for the first time, MLM’s powerful political
influence and its significant funding role for presidential candidate Mitt Romney and
other prominent Republicans were reported. Had Romney won, it is likely an MLM
executive would have been named to a Cabinet position.8 Only a few years earlier, in the
2008 election, the president of Amway, Dick DeVos, came close to being elected the
Governor of Michigan. The DeVos campaign had spent $39 million, of which nearly $35
million was DeVos' own money.9 More recently, Amway founder Richard Devos made
the second largest of all donations given to help Wisconsin’s Governor Scott Walker fend
off a recall election.10
Recent research has revealed that MLM has been building a formidable political
machine since the 1980s when it gained a legal foothold, and today it is at the very
pinnacle of the Republican Party in financial and ideological influence. The DeVos
family is married to the Prince family that owns the largest privately operated military
force, formerly called “Blackwater.” Erik Prince is Dick DeVos’ brother-in-law. The two
families together are called “Republican Powerhouses” by political analysts.11
MLM’s under-reported business operations, undecipherable economics and
unpublicized political influence-buying may seem paradoxical for an economic
movement of this scale. But, for those with eyes to see, MLM presents America’s future
on a billboard. The Tea Party, funded by billionaire activists David and Charles Koch,12
reached millions directly in churches and on AM talk radio while it was ignored or
ridiculed by Washington insiders. In like fashion, MLM, with its own politicallyconnected billionaire backers, is generally disdained by the Mainstream Media and
political pundits while it goes viral, sweeping through college campuses, Latino barrios,
middle class mega-churches, and dominating the Internet.

8

Frank Vandersloot, was National Finance Co-Chair of the Mitt Romney presidential campaign. His Idahobased MLM company, Melaleuca, was one of the largest donors ($1 million) to the pro-Romney
SuperPAC, Restore Our Future.
9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_DeVos - cite_note-16
10
“The Richard and Helen DeVos Foundation is a foundation and grantmaking body formed in 1970. It has
assets worth over $96 million as of the end of 2011. Richard DeVos served as the finance chair of the
Republican National Committee. Helen DeVos is a Christian Republican activist who gave via the
foundation and individually to heavy hitters, George W. Bush and Rick Santorum and others. The
foundation funds pro-education privatization, Christian, and politically conservative groups on anti-union
and pro-school voucher issues. In 2011, the foundation gave $3 million to Americans for Prosperity,
created by the Koch Brothers.”
See http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Richard_and_Helen_DeVos_Foundation
11
See http://www.forbes.com/sites/lauriebennett/2011/12/26/the-ultra-rich-ultra-conservative-devos-family/
12
http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2010/10/14/koch-industries-shifts-on-tea-party/
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V.

Capitalism, Pure and Unfettered

MLM takes its proposition directly to the people and through the people. It requires no
certifications or high-priced college degrees to participate. It opens its doors to everyone
and promises its benefits to all without regard to social status, color, gender or age. MLM
is pure capitalism. It needs no intermediaries. MLM points to a new model to rejuvenate
America commercially.
Just as its non-media and non-retail model is a harbinger of things to come in
marketing, MLM’s political influence can, similarly, be read as a window into the future.
MLM’s economic model is growing and prospering, while the rest of the economy
languishes or is crumbling, because it is undefined, unregulated and politically protected
from rules, laws and other restrictions. Lobbying is critical to keep things this way. The
MLM direct-to-the-people model and activist role in politics constitute the prototype for a
new American grass roots economy. 13
Self-Employment
For the average person who invests in a MLM opportunity, it may be perceived as a
brief and relatively inconsequential matter, involving less than $500 and from which no
profit was gained beyond obtaining some weight-loss, vitamin, cosmetic or household
products. However, the MLM experience and lessons learned in the recruiting program
shall prove to be prophetic, as economic conditions continue toward employment
reductions, higher interest rates, and government austerity measures. For most
participants, their MLM experience may be their first foray into the all-important realm
of self-employment, which is already recognized by many as the true economic status of
all individuals whether they hold “jobs” or not. Traditional full-time employment is now
seen by more people as wage slavery, the refuge of economic losers, part of an outdated
economic model.
In a free market each individual is a free agent. The transition toward greater economic
freedom, which MLM embodies, can be seen in the trends toward part-time employment,
temp jobs, unscheduled on-call part-time work, contract work, binding arbitration, the
end of unions, personal responsibility for “benefits” and individually managed pension
funds. The future will be one of self-reliance and survival of the fittest in the raw, one-onone world of free markets. MLM is a market liberator and points the way to a great new
future for America and the world.

13

The connections and similarities between the Tea Party movement and the MLM movement are
numerous and obvious. Both are Republican Party-based and share an ideology of radical individualism,
and a contempt for government, especially for consumer protection and regulations on business. Both are
powerfully-funded, politically-active, using low-profile, back-channel influence but can also instantly rally
large gatherings and massive letter-writing campaigns in defense of or advocacy for their causes. Just at the
Tea Party offers a political voice to the disenfranchised by Big Government/Big Business, MLM offers
economic freedom to the millions pushed down or shut out by the same forces.
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Infused with Hope
Thousands have already made the new economic model of MLM their full time
endeavor. They are the vanguard for recruiting millions more worldwide who in ever
growing numbers see MLM’s opportunity as their Main Chance. Some put up life
savings, mortgage their homes or quit jobs on the strength of the “unlimited” income
potential that is offered. Millions of India’s and China’s poor now see it as their only
escape from subsistence drudgery. For large segments in the middle class of America,
currently facing under-water mortgages or foreclosures, no savings, rising debt, and
decreasing job security, MLM is already viewed as a more plausible lifeline than any
federal stimulus plan and a more feasible option than the dying strategies of higher
education, which is no longer cost effective, climbing the corporate ladder only to be
thrown over board at age 50 or sooner, or training for new skill sets that soon become
obsolete.
MLM is the last place in America where millions of people are still visibly excited
about their futures. Their fervor is exhibited in wild abandon at MLM recruitment
meetings held in giant auditoriums and featuring national politicians like Newt Gingrich,
war heroes like Oliver North, religious leaders, business icons like Donald Trump and
world famous sports and music stars. The euphoria at these meeting cannot be matched
by anything that Madison Ave. or Hollywood could evoke. It exceeds what is seen at
rock concerts, and without need of alcohol or drugs! The MLM rapture is not a one-night
thrill. It taps into life’s deepest and most enduring values and experience – work, family,
personal freedom. It is a philosophy and a way of life that is grounded in the ultimate
measure of a successful life, the Market.
At one such event featured on NBC Dateline in 2004, 10,000 Amway recruits in a
South Carolina convention hall thunderously chanted, “Freedom, Freedom, Flush that
Stinking Job.” Humiliation haunts Americans in today’s job market (read Dilbert), and
people feel ignored by their governments (witness the rise of the Tea Party). At the MLM
rallies, however, the people get the recognition and respect they deserve. They are loved
by their recruiters, and the promise of unlimited income infuses them with hope.
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VI.

The Obsolescence of the Fraud Thesis

The thesis that Herbalife, the current focus of pyramid scheme analysis, is a fraud has a
certain archaic logic to it, it must be said, but in light of modern economic trends and
cultural developments, as discussed in this essay, it is relegated to the status of a relic
from a disappearing era. Its predicate – that a pyramid selling scheme is a fraud that
federal prosecutors will recognize and prosecute – is a fantasy in today’s world. All
expectations or actions based on that premise will, therefore, be folly.
It argues that Herbalife’s “business” consists merely of selling millions of people the
chance to recruit others to sell the same chance – a massive chain letter. It claims that the
consumer purchases of Herbalife products are the just the price for buying an illusory
“chance.” The right to personally retail Herbalife’s goods, which is also gained upon
joining, is an economic phantom offering no actual profit potential and therefore rarely
occurs. In reality there are no door-to-door Herbalife salespeople and no “end-users” to
sell to. The term, salespeople, is only a euphemism. They are actually Herbalife’s
unwitting customers buying as required or induced by the pay incentives. The Herbalife
“distributorship”, that the salespeople have invested in, they say, is worthless. Herbalife’s
true economic proposition is based on the enrollee/investor buying products in order to
qualify for rewards gained upon recruiting others to sign up and buy the products, who do
the same, ad infinitum, with promised rewards flowing from the last ones to join all the
way back to the first. The fraud thesis claims that since Herbalife is “closed market”, the
last ones to enroll cannot possibly gain what the earlier ones could and since the chain
cannot expand forever, the income promise is a fraud and nearly all who invest in the
Herbalife propositions must inevitably fail. This is because, they say, in an exponentially
expanding pyramid, most participants must always be in the bottom ranks.
It is not that such rhetoric is wrong. It is irrelevant. These pyramid claims exist as
fossils from a long ago world, an earlier and immature stage of the economy with bygone
values. Their absurdity in today’s world can be seen in the following accounts of empty
words of condemnation of pyramids, contradicted by massive financial investment in
pyramid institutions and a comedy of regulatory posturing toward the “evil” of pyramid
schemes.
Unspeakable Truth
To beat one’s chest in loathing of the pyramid scheme in theory, as these Herbalife
critics do, is popularly approved and treated as morally correct. To publicly recognize the
reality of pyramid schemes as businesses and to celebrate the healthy profits gained from
a pyramid scheme is not yet permitted – openly. But, in practical terms, the pyramid
scheme is already seen by those in respectable positions of high finance on Wall Street,
Main Street commerce and federal and state government, not as fraud, but as authentic
business, indeed “good” business, and those who think or act otherwise are privately
viewed as pious fools.
During the recent Herbalife pyramid controversy, for example, various writers disagree
on technical points, and final conclusions. They argue whether Herbalife “sales” people
actually sell or only buy product. They debate whether the salespeople even need to sell
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goods, and so on. But, there is one point all agree upon: whether Herbalife is one or not, a
pyramid scheme, in theory, is a bad thing, very bad indeed! They express shock, yes
shock, that such frauds ever occur and, when they do, they lament such a gross
demonstration of greed among the public.
Tellingly, though, despite the universal condemnation of the pyramid scheme, few
articles shed light on exactly how such a monetary monster actually operates. Typically,
the vilified pyramid scheme is referred to like a mythical creature, a dragon with wings
from a long ago time. From this distance, tragedy is replaced with a bit of whimsy at the
human folly on display. The clownish 1920s exploits of the immigrant, Charles Ponzi, the
amusing mania of the tulip bubble in Holland centuries ago or perhaps the sociopathic
audacity of Wall Street outlaw, Bernard Madoff, are wistfully recounted.
The modern business pyramid scheme – that is, any one of those few that were
prosecuted as a pyramid scheme in court or by law enforcement – is seldom brought up
or examined in its normal operating state – a respectable looking business, with a church
going CEO, a dues-paying member of the Chamber of Commerce, with an excellent BBB
rating, a corporate supporter of charities, lauded by the business media and supported by
thousands of loyal participant/investors who, by the way, are not greedy graspers but
ordinary tax-paying, law-abiding citizens.
There is a reason why a close examination is seldom made of these prosecuted pyramid
schemes, their “executives” or their supporters. By steering clear of an in-depth analysis
of a targeted pyramid scheme, its real-life operators, or the good people that joined the
scheme, the disturbing questions of popular acceptance, business support and government
complicity are conveniently avoided. A gaping chasm still remains between nostalgic,
sentimental values in which unethical behavior is reviled and today’s market-based
values.
Gradually, however, this reality of the pyramid scheme as good business is gaining
official traction to reflect the market direction, and is being publicly acknowledged, if
still only tentatively or obliquely. This essay may hasten that process of open acceptance
and embrace of the pyramid scheme by breaking convention to acknowledge the glory of
the pyramid scheme as an established and officially supported business model. I hereby
publicly salute the pyramid scheme for its profit-making prowess. Somebody had to do it.
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VII. Protectors of the Pyramids
As the title of this essay suggests, a serious analysis of a real pyramid sales scheme –
from a reasoned, profit-seeking, business-like perspective – leads to an inevitable
response of awe and wonder. The pyramid, it turns out, is a magnificent business
model… if you are properly positioned. Proper positioning is not a flaw. It is the
requirement for success in many other highly lucrative dealings. Insiders in all businesses
are advantaged.
To recognize the reality of the pyramid’s ascendancy into the ranks of respectable
business and popular acceptance, consider this remarkable 2013 event: although
Herbalife’s pyramid status remained unresolved and catastrophic consequences for
investors would surely follow an FTC investigation of Herbalife (if one were ever to
occur), several of America’s most astute financiers – Carl Icahn and George Soros –
publicly endorsed this controversial company without qualification.14 They went all-in to
support Herbalife with huge purchases of its stock. They did this unhesitatingly and
immediately after another large hedge fund manager, William Ackman, had presented
evidence of Herbalife pyramid fraud and had purchased a one-billion dollar short
position, based on the imagined scenario of Herbalife’s stock dropping eventually to zero
value. Ackman’s thesis depended upon government regulators identifying Herbalife as a
pyramid scheme and halting it.
As soon as Icahn and Soros announced their endorsement and
stock purchases, the incendiary discussions of the fraudulent
character of Herbalife and analyses of alleged negative economic
and social effects, which Ackman’s presentation had generated,
were quickly extinguished. They were replaced by an utterly
conventional and rather boring squabble among
Wall Street titans about whether Herbalife is a
profitable investment or not. Like derivatives
trading, currency speculation or leveraged
buyouts, high stakes trading on Herbalife, was thereby accorded
special, almost exalted status on Wall Street. Pyramid scheme or not,
major Wall Street figures openly announced that MLM was a
legitimate enterprise for investing and profiting from, regardless of its
alleged negative traits, a business investment worthy of giants.15
14

“Billionaires George Soros and Carl Icahn bought a combined 5.65 million shares in Herbalife Ltd.
(HLF) in the second quarter in a bet that hedge-fund manager Bill Ackman is wrong about the nutrition and
weight-loss supplement company.” Soros, Icahn Add Herbalife Stakes in Bets Against Ackman by
Katherine Burton & Saijel Kishan - Aug 15, 2013 (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-08-15/sorosicahn-add-herbalife-stakes-in-bets-against-ackman.html)
15
In the frank analysis of John Hempton, Chief Investment Officer, Bronte Capital, in his Blog, “I agreed
with Bill Ackman that Herbalife is mostly about ripping off distributors and people at the end of the chain.
The product is more than twice as expensive as competitor shakes. I called Herbalife "scumbags". But they
are highly cash flow positive scumbags and they will use the cash flow to buy back shares. … They are
scumbags then - but they are scumbags working for stock market investors. That I pointed out was similar
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Also, notice that while officials of the United State Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
curl their lips in contempt when they use the term, “pyramid scheme”, they’ve never
asked Congress to pass a law against it. To this day, America has no anti-pyramid scheme
law. Despite posting consumer warnings on its website about pyramids lurking among
MLMs,16 the FTC has taken no action to draw a discernible line to identify the illegal
pyramid schemes within MLM ranks. No “bright line,” as the FTC calls it, has been
drawn, though hundreds of thousands of households have been swindled, according to the
FTC, by the few MLMs that the agency did prosecute. The FTC freely admits that an
ordinary person could not be expected to tell the difference between those it prosecuted
and the “legal” MLMs. The FTC is also careful never to declare that any MLM in
particular is legal and it also never explains how exactly a consumer is supposed to
figure out which MLMs are not legal.
Indeed, the previous Director of Consumer Protection for the FTC, David Vladeck,
would not even associate the annual financial losses of millions of people who invest in
Herbalife’s income plan to “misrepresentation” and did not view the losses as necessarily
an injury to consumers.17
Lo, to the contrary. Though MLM solicitations for consumer
investments surpass all others combined in their frequency and
total dollar volume, the FTC exempted multi-level marketing
from requirements for making financial disclosures, which it
imposed on all other types of “business opportunity”
solicitations. Disclosure requirements do not stop frauds, but it is
generally accepted that they can help people figure out if they are
about to be swindled – except in MLM, according to the FTC.
The FTC staff asserted that, in this one area of commerce, the
line of legality is so complex, disclosures could not help. 18

to tobacco companies. Tobacco companies kill 5 million people globally per year - 400 thousand of them in
the USA. Is anyone stupid enough to think the government would close them? (See
http://brontecapital.blogspot.com/2013/01/ackmans-herbalife-thesis-someone-from.html)
16
“Not all multilevel marketing plans are legitimate. If the money you make is based on your sales to the
public, it may be a legitimate multilevel marketing plan. If the money you make is based on the number of
people you recruit and your sales to them, it’s not. It’s a pyramid scheme. Pyramid schemes are illegal, and
the vast majority of participants lose money.” (http://business.ftc.gov/documents/inv08-bottom-line-aboutmulti-level-marketing-plans)
17
In a 2013 CNBC documentary (http://www.cnbc.com/id/100359541) on multi-level marketing, Herbalife
and pyramid schemes, correspondent Herb Greenberg interviewed the current FTC Director of Consumer
Protection, David Vladeck:
HERB GREENBERG: Well, if 90% of the distributors are failing, what does that say? If-DAVID VLADECK: It doesn't mat-HERB GREENBERG: What kind of a business is it if 90% of 2.7 million every year-- right now we're
talking 2.7 million distributors for one company.
DAVID VLADECK: It doesn't mean that-- that-- that doesn't mean that the company made
misrepresentations. And it doesn't mean that the people who-- who bought these-- franchises or participated
in these schemes necessarily feel that they were injured.
18
See Disclosure Requirements and Prohibitions Concerning Business Opportunities Staff Report to the
Federal Trade Commission and Proposed Revised Trade Regulation Rule (16 CFR Part 437), page 21,
footnote #60
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VIII. The Pyramid as Main Street Business
Yet it is not just Wall Street titans or acquiescent regulators who capitalize upon or bow
to the pyramid’s business power and unstoppable expansion. An indicator of the
widespread awareness and respect for the pyramid – as a Main Street business model –
can be gleaned in the gentle treatment that the pyramid scheme receives in the business
and news media when writing about Herbalife or similar companies. The closest that
most of the articles come to describing what might be “bad” about the pyramid selling is
that it is “unsustainable” and “inherently deceptive.” Analyses also refer to an abstract
flaw called an “endless chain.”
In these sympathetic narratives, any references to consumers who say they were
harmed are inevitably balanced by positive accounts of at least one who “made money”
or others who praise the company, despite their apparent failure in it. The “failures” are
subtly depicted as naïve, gullible and over-reaching in their “loser” status. In most stories
it is the victims who fomented and sustained the schemes with their insatiable “greed.”
From these stories, a reasonable person might conclude that a pyramid scheme is little
more than a high risk/high reward business requiring dedication and diligence that many
people lack. Their unrealistic desire to “get rich quick” leads to their failure or early
quitting. In these articles, the pyramid scheme is treated, at worst, as a public vice and
any harm that might occur is self-inflicted by the victims themselves. Needless to say, the
typical news stories about MLMs and pyramid schemes tend not to dissuade others from
joining since few would put themselves in the “quitter and loser”, or the naïve and greedy
categories. Others see the referenced “endless chain” factor to be a concern for others at
some later date, but not to themselves now. With thousands still joining, the “end” is
obviously not viewed as near at hand. Should some of the others whom they might recruit
reach some end-point where they could not find new recruits to profit from, the resulting
financial loss would only be their own responsibility, not of the one who recruited them,
since each and all had planned to profit from future recruits without knowing if their own
recruits might hit that end point.

“As the Commission noted in the RNPR, identifying a pyramid scheme (or, at least, one that attempts to
disguise itself as a legitimate business opportunity) entails a complex economic analysis including an indepth examination of the compensation structure and the actual manner in which compensation flows
within an organization. See Vander Nat & Keep, supra note 15, at 149. There is no bright line disclosure
that would help consumers identify a fraudulent pyramid from a legitimate MLM.” (emphasis added)
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No Worse than…
Of all the claims made against Herbalife and other MLM companies, “unsustainable” is
surely the least defensible and the most hypocritical. Isn’t the entire fossil fuel industry
unsustainable? We will obviously run out of oil and gas some day. But is it illegal to
profit from it and use it all up now? And, don't we measure the health of our entire
economy by “continuous and unending expansion”? Does anyone argue for slowing or
ending economic growth only because the world’s resources are finite? Do we stop
growth based on the losses and debts that our grandchildren and their children – our
“downline” so to speak – will inevitably experience? Regarding Herbalife, if it has been
able to endure – and grow – for three decades already, isn’t that sustainable enough?
Nothing is forever.
Many of the analysts have also publicly admitted to losing no sleep over Herbalife’s
much decried income-promise “deceptions” and the millions of people who fail to make a
profit in the Herbalife “pay plan.” You want to see deception? take a look at Madison
Avenue, they scoff. Like others who read the debates and PowerPoints about Herbalife,
they don’t see any more financial
blood in the street caused by
MLM than by the economy in
general.
For example, some of the fraud
thesis advocates excitedly pointed
out that 89% of all Herbalife’s
commission payments went to
just
6.5%
of
Herbalife’s
“supervisors” or just 1-2% at the
peak of the entire sales chain.
Supervisors are those that invest
thousands of dollars and many
The Outcome of Herbalife’s “Unlimited” Income Offer for
man-hours in the income
Supervisors Mirrors the Outcome of the “American
opportunity. They constitute a
Dream” Offer to Households in the USA Economy.
small segment of the total sales
chain positioned in the upper
level of the larger pyramid. Even
in that elevated sector, the
rewards sharply concentrate at the
extreme top. The bottom 90+% of
Supervisors, got only about 10%
of the total payments, resulting in
financial losses for virtually all of
them, hundreds of thousands
worldwide.
Is this data evidence of
Herbalife fraud? In fact, MLM’s track record for allocating rewards closely mirrors the
US economy as a whole in its deliverance of promised prosperity. Currently, the top 20%
of Americans owns 88% of the nation’s wealth with the bottom 80% owning just 12% of
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the wealth. The trend is extending and accelerating. Quoting from Wikipedia, “During
the economic expansion between 2002 and 2007, the income of the top 1% grew 10 times
faster than the income of the bottom 90%. In this period, 66% of total income gains went
to the 1%.” And a Forbes Magazine article reported that “the wealthiest 400 Americans
have the same combined wealth of the nation’s poorest – more than 150 million people,
which is almost half the population.”19
So, those analysts and writers who show no empathy for the millions of ordinary people
that stake their hopes or their last savings on the “unlimited” income promise should not
be harshly judged. They see the bigger picture. Their personal values or ethics should not
be measured by their lack of outrage at what some see as ill-gotten profits obtained by
duping poor or uninformed people.
Besides observing that MLM’s payouts fit national economic trends, the analysts also
note that far worse things than “unsustainable” and “inherently deceptive” or “predatory”
are leveled against many other perfectly legal and highly profitable businesses and their
products, e.g., war profiteer, child-abusive, life-shortening, cancer-obesity-diabetescausing, climate-changing, glorifying violence, usurer, whale killer, seller of fake college
degrees, too big to fail, addictive, animal cruelty, exploiting women, toxic securities,
robo-foreclosures, environmentally destructive, slave wages, gene altering… the list
could go on.
And so it is that the pyramid scheme is officially inducted into the business community.
The professional investor community has found MLM to be handsomely profitable and
engaging in practices no worse than, or not even as bad as, those of many other
businesses that they also endorse and profit from. The infinitesimal odds of financial
success for the latest distributors to join the MLM sales chains are a consumer “risk”; the
“unlimited” income promise is a marketing “incentive”, analogous to “advertising
puffery,” certainly not a guarantee. MLM’s “deception” stands out only in its capacity to
generate such an extraordinary response, to the point of captivating minds, transforming
personalities and separating MLM followers their spouses and families. For this
remarkable and unique power to persuade, MLM is esteemed by investors.
In today’s franchised, regulated, leveraged, monopolized and matured marketplace,
investors and analysts see no undue deception or excess hyperbole in MLM’s apocalyptic
claim to being the little guy’s “last best hope” for financial security. They have no better
one to offer.

19

Forbes, 9/04/2013, “Could America's Wealth Gap Lead To A Revolt?”
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IX.

A Business, Legal or Not

Long before the pyramid’s marketing practices or its allegedly “inherent” flaws were
converted to conventional business risk factors, the pyramid model was granted semiofficial legality and with that a measure of respectability. The baptism occurred in 1979,
when that single FTC Administrative Law Judge, James P. Timony, ruled that Amway’s
multi-level marketing model was not inherently illegal and harmful as the FTC staff had
tried to prove in a lawsuit intended to shut Amway down and stamp out the MLM model
in its infancy. That decision was followed by 12 years of hands-off de-regulation at the
FTC under Reagan-Bush administrations, reinforced by large-scale campaign
contributions from the new MLM “industry.” MLM exploded in size and spread across
the world as the “exciting new business model” that it is. It triumphantly rode into
formerly Communist countries as, “made in the USA” capitalism, the pathway to
freedom and prosperity.
The breakthrough in that 1979 court opinion was not, as so many MLM supporters
believe, in gaining legitimacy, under the law. Indeed, as present controversies show, the
legal question remains officially still open. Rather it was in the granting of commercial
validity, which is far more important than legality. In America, the status of “business” is
higher than that of “legal.” For example, many people are infatuated with all things
connected to the Mafia. They don’t admire its violence but its business acumen, which
includes the formidable commercial challenge of not being caught and prosecuted. The
outlaw businessman, the corporate raider, the currency manipulator, the tax dodger who
lives in a yacht on the high seas, the stock market or real estate wheeler-dealer, these are
American heroes because they make a commercial profit that is not sanctioned by the
government, that is, possibly not legal.
Analogously, most people pay due respect to any organization that is granted the status
of a “religion”, even if they believe it to be utter nonsense and led by charlatans. Business
and religion are exalted states in America, on a higher plane above mere legality, like
royalty once were in Europe.
MLM became a full-fledged business with the 1979 decision. Even better, MLM is a
faith-based business, aligned with religious traditions and often promoted in churches
and by religious leaders. To perfect its grass roots appeal, MLM has an exciting hint of
illegality about it. Millions of Americans who feel cheated or excluded by America’s
promise still believe the American Dream is a possibility for them, though they now
believe that the form that the opportunity might take will likely be opposed by the
government. Opponents of MLM have dismayingly reported that those who ask for
information about an MLM often display a certain thrill in asking “Is it legal?”
In the Name of Business and not a Crime…
Though the 1979 court opinion did not settle MLM’s legality question, it did confer the
official status of “business.” The lawyers could handle all ensuing and ongoing legal
questions while “the business” went forward. Even those who revile MLM’s model and
tactics and refuse to accept its legality genuflect to its validity, perhaps unwittingly, when
they speak of it in the language of commerce – “earnings”, “sales”, “profits”,
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“commissions”, “distributors”, etc. If MLM is “in business”, then the alleged offenses of
the pyramid model – unsustainability and inherent deception – are expunged. They
benefit shareholders and maximize ROI, at least in the short run, which surely meets
today’s standards.
Defined as a business, Herbalife and any other similar MLM enterprise – whatever else
may be said of them – are now, by their definition as businesses, job creators and wealth
builders, keystones of the economy. The natural laws and the great historical and cultural
institutions of private property and the free market are invoked in their defense. The
billions in benefits that Herbalife generates for its owners and top promoters must be
judiciously weighed against any alleged harm done to the general public, in the great
cost-benefit-analysis that all business engages in. Lobbying to prevent government
regulation or to thwart law enforcement is, therefore, entirely defensible, as it is for any
business.
The individual motives and the personal culpability of the MLM leaders who are
associated with consumer losses may also be absolved. As business managers, they are,
after all, doing their fiduciary duty. The managers of the publicly traded MLMs such as
Herbalife, Nuskin, Usana, Medifast, Mannatech, Reliv and others do not, it must be
noted, have any fiduciary responsibility to the “independent contractors” that sign on as
“Distributors”, “Coaches”, “Independent Business Owners”, “Associates”, etc. If the
distributors’ aggregate failures contribute significantly to the company’s profits, arguably
it would be illegal for management to change the business model or pay plans more
favorably to the “independent contractors.”
To say what others will not say … unless Herbalife’s accusers are willing to make a
criminal case, their moral authority to question this company’s practices are not
recognized. Verily, who in the ranks of Big Business can pass judgment on Herbalife’s
practices? Are its actions so different from those respectable companies that melt the
polar caps, lay waste to rain forests or ship manufacturing jobs from their own nations to
sweat shops abroad? Are they less sanctioned than Wall Street managers who acquire
firms, strip out their assets, lay off employees, plunder pension funds and pile on debt
before spinning them off?
Perhaps for these reasons, the charge of “crime” is seldom heard in connection with
pyramid schemes. Complaints are dutifully presented to the compliant FTC, not to the
FBI. Private citizens complain to their state Attorneys General, not the sheriff’s
department. Those few rogue bloggers, website publishers and consumer advocates that
have publicly asserted the opinion that one MLM or another is breaking a state or federal
law have been aggressively challenged in court. Legal defense costs usually chasten their
views. The day is soon coming when it will be illegal to say that any MLM is illegal.20

20

Author, court approved expert on pyramids and consumer activist, Robert FitzPatrick was sued by the
MLM, Medifast, for expressing his professional opinion, backed with specific references to the pay plan
and marketing model, that Medifast violated California’s “endless chain” law. Even though Medifast duly
warns investors in its 10K filings that the pyramid scheme charge is an investor risk, Medifast argued in the
lawsuit that FitzPatrick’s expression of that opinion is per se libel, in other words, illegal to say publicly.
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X.

The Perfect Business Model

Beyond publicly acknowledging the pyramid scheme’s full membership in the
fraternity of respectable business, it is now time to go much further and to describe some
of special aspects that make the pyramid scheme the best business model to emerge since
the tax-favored Holding Company and the Hedge Fund came into being.
•

The pyramid sales businesses are not driven by consumer products, most of which are
like so many other products on the general market – commodities in mature market
sectors. Rather, the pyramid business is dynamically propelled by its unique offering
of “unlimited income” which accompanies the initial product purchase and the
signing of the sales contract. The income promise is based on the hallmark “endless
chain” feature built into the model that authorizes every new participant to recruit and
profit from new recruits, in a genealogically connected purchasing chain, ad
infinitum. No other business can make this electrifying offer of exponentially,
expanding profits. This income offer supersedes the qualities of any product, the
conditions of any market sector or even the state of a national economy. Selling what
is “unlimited” means that the economic law of supply and demand is not relevant.
The pyramid business can sell weight loss products to hungry people. Its sales
revenues can boom during a deep Recession.

•

Brand equity, consumer advertising, memorable or pleasing logos and the like –
which cost a fortune and require long periods of time to develop – are unnecessary to
the pyramid business. Propelled by its unique income offer, the pyramid sales
company can silently enter consumer product markets and take large chunks of
market share very fast with virtually unknown commodities. Their products will sell
like hot cakes while other vendors squabble for shelf space and consumer preference.

•

Also, since demand and supply for the consumer product do not drive the business,
the company can charge far more than competitors do who are restricted by the old
economic laws based on pricing and markets. Gross profits on pyramid sales can be
huge.

•

The pyramid company has no true competitors within its product sector since it is not
driven by its product sector’s product offering. It is therefore unaffected by
conventional companies’ marketing activities. They are irrelevant.

•

Competition from other pyramid companies, even those that may sell a similar
consumer product, is also of little importance since the market for pyramid
participants is in momentum. Robust new markets include:
⇒ High school students, college kids and recent grads who see little hope for good jobs
ever in their lifetimes.
⇒ Millions of undocumented immigrants who cannot legally get jobs.
⇒ Tens of millions of unemployed, some of whom are no longer counted since they
simply “stopped looking for work.”
⇒ Those who lost their homes during the last financial crash and now have no equity at
all and must start over.
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⇒ Millions who work full time but still qualify for food stamps due to low wages,
⇒ Huge segments of the regularly employed in the private sector who may have good
income now, but know they have no job security and already see benefits
disappearing.
⇒ Public sector workers such as teachers, firefighters, police and postal workers, who
can see pensions and job tenure disappearing.
⇒ Retired people with nothing more than Social Security to live on and who face
medical or pharmaceutical or long term care costs that aren’t covered by Medicare.

For the foreseeable future, the entry of more pyramid companies will have an
expanding, not reductive, effect on the overall pyramid marketplace. More pyramid
companies help develop that fast growing market of pyramid participants. They
enhance the factor of pyramid participants moving from one company to another in
their search for the one MLM that measures up to the MLM ideal. The enlarged
community of companies also adds evidence of the model’s legitimacy, leading
skeptical people to join the system and enlarging the size of the participant market
even more!
•

In a mature and crowded marketplace pyramid products of the pills-potions-lotions
type can achieve that rarified status of “differentiated” – by decree. They have no
need to gain the status through the normal and costly routes of special ingredients,
superior quality, scientific testing or proven performance. Promoters can merely
declare them to be “unique” or “patented”, and can then justify charging two or three
times what similar goods sell for in stores. Because the products are the gateway to
the actual product – prosperity and fulfillment – MLM customers do not require
evidence. The decree of differentiation is unquestioningly welcomed by the
participants as an aid in recruiting.

•

Since differentiation and pricing are not product or market-based, there is no need for
significant R&D.

•

There is no need for significant debt. Customers pre-pay.

•

There is a high churn rate of customers – as much as 80% per year and they seldom
ever return – but churning is actually a vital part of the pyramid model. The business
is based upon the churn for, if customers do not churn and recruitment were to
proceed exponentially as depicted in theory, saturation of the market for participants
and total company collapse would quickly follow. The company would have a
glorious but very short future. The pyramid model balances a high dropout rate with
lucrative recruitment-based rewards and recruitment drives. Recruiting is essential,
but so is attrition. The rule of recruitment is the one economic law that the pyramid
enterprise is subject to. Within this economic law, no matter how many participants
fail, the company itself can do well as long as it can find new hopefuls, who, as noted,
are increasing in large numbers. MLM can hardly keep up with demand!

•

Pyramid customers come and go quickly, by design. Yet, while they are engaged,
they are noted for extraordinary zeal and loyalty during their brief tenure. Some
pyramid companies are said to have the cult power in their marketing influence over
customers. What other brand can claim that? The pyramid company can therefore sell
as much product to a zealous recruit in a few months as a long-term conventional
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customer might be persuaded to buy over many years. Some customers may buy as
much as $3,000 of weight loss products or cosmetics in one initial order! Customers
may be short-term, but many replace themselves before quitting. A proportion of
participants keep buying and trying to recruit even to where they exhaust personal
resources and those of their families, like Las Vegas’ best customers do.
•

The high turnover rates have the added benefit of eliminating the need for significant
customer service.

•

While conventional companies seek to monopolize markets, which is risky and
costly, pyramid companies create their own markets of which they are always masters
and monopolists. This is because the buyers and the sellers are legally the same! All
customers buy under contract at a non-negotiable, fixed price, as distributors.
Competition between sellers and buyers, who are legally the same within the
pyramid’s sales chain, is prohibited. Discounting by sellers to buyers inside the chain
is forbidden. And since virtually all transactions occur inside the chain, this amounts
to the MLM’s total control over its own internal market. Prices can be increased at
will without regard to market conditions because they are not market-based.

•

Growth for conventional companies is costly and risky, often involving the purchase
of competitors. Those companies that rely on independent distributors for their sales
are constantly seeking new ways to motivate the distributors to expand and sell more
and not to also sell other companies’ products. For the pyramid company, however,
growth is a genetic force, not a strategy requiring additional investment. Extending
the sales chain with new buyers (who are also the sellers) is the survival mission of
every new recruit. Complacency is not an option for the sales “leaders” since 60-80%
of their buyers stop buying or recruiting annually. However, the aggregate marketing
and sales work of all the recruits is always paid out of their own pockets and accrues
to the company automatically. This is as close to a self-generating business as can be
devised. As for loyalty, all pyramid customers are prohibited, under contract, from
selling other company’s products. Loyalty is mandated. A single infraction can mean
being legally dismissed from the sales chain, costing the distributor all accrued
equity.

Finally, while other companies are limited by product sector markets and growth may
require risky diversification, the pyramid company can easily gain new revenue from
its existing customers – its distributors – almost at will. The pyramid company
charges the distributors for training, sales leads, motivation, marketing materials,
conference registrations, or merely for the right to continue to be a distributor! And
the additional revenue gained from selling sales and motivation tools to the
distributors is not dependent on the distributors’ success. They can actually be better
justified as remedies for the distributor’s failure. When success eludes the distributor
despite buying product, training, leads and motivation, that is a reason to buy more!
The macro-trends driving more people into the pyramid market and the economic
advantages to the owners of the pyramid model over conventional businesses explain the
pyramid’s ascendancy in the marketplace and its embrace by Wall Street. It fully
accounts for the acquiescence of regulators who seldom stand in the way of powerful
market trends, even those, like the housing bubble, that end badly.
•
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XI.

The Fraud Question for the Last Time

This fact-based defense of the pyramid scheme has presented the realities of the
pyramid scheme as a dynamic business model and an extraordinary cultural force already
at work within the business community, even gaining the endorsement of the greatest
financial speculators in the world and silencing federal regulators throughout the world.
The analysis has explained elements of the pyramid scheme business model to show its
manifest superiority over conventional business models. Yet, to complete this tribute, the
fraud objection must finally be put to rest.
There are some people, a rare few it must be said, who find it an unmitigated
contradiction that Herbalife or any other multi-level marketing company could be a real
business and also be a real pyramid scheme. The objections raised by this small clique of
critics go beyond the ordinary complaints and the outdated thinking that this essay
debunks. They are the few that do not admit that MLM is a valid business and so they do
not acknowledge the defenses that MLM is entitled to as a business. A pyramid scheme,
they say, especially one of the size they believe is occurring, is criminal.
A pyramid scheme, they say, is a calculated, per se fraud, a swindle. It is based on
deception, making a free and fair contract, which is the first requirement of legitimate
business, impossible. Its profit depends upon a utopian message of “unlimited” wealth
that is shamelessly, cruelly untrue. These zealots say that when such deception is
promoted on a large scale it is a national tragedy. The American Dream, they scream, is
being hijacked.
A pyramid scheme that is operating as a business, these pious critics argue, is merely a
fraud engaging in business, not actually a business. They even say that “multi-level
marketing”, if the term means offering rewards to all who bring in new investors who do
the same, forever, is just a made-up term, not a real business model and surely not an
“industry.” It is merely jargon to cover over a blatant fraud, a pseudo-business, they say.
A pyramid scheme, the anti-MLM zealots claim, can have customers, salespeople,
products, profits, shareholders, contracts, websites, financial statements, executives,
logos and licenses, and just be a fraud. The business activity would only be camouflage
for its criminal nature. As evidence that fraud can and do operate openly in the disguise
of businesses, they point to prosecutions and court rulings, such as in the FTC’s recent
prosecution of the MLM, Fortune High Tech Marketing. That popular MLM operated
openly for more than 10 years before being declared a fraudulent operation in the FTC
prosecution.
Tipping Point
If the extraordinary facts presented thus far are not adequate to dispel the theoretical
claims about fraud and criminality, then let them be finally dismissed with one more,
indisputable fact. It is that the proverbial tipping point has been reached. There are
hundreds, perhaps well over a thousand, MLM enterprises now with millions and
millions of followers. Whatever the critics may say or whatever judgment they may pass
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on MLM, when this many people and this many enterprises are engaged, they become the
norm. Can 15 million American households be wrong?
Isn’t fraud accompanied by public scorn, official censure, separation from honest
businesses, and shame upon the perpetrators? Where is the public censure and disgrace to
be found at Herbalife or in any MLM or among the stakeholders that are benefitting from
the MLM model? Where is the remorse among the millions of good citizens who hope to
recruit their neighbors? The public believes MLM to be a worthy business opportunity,
and, as they say in MLM, “You’ll see it, when you believe it!”
Too Big to Jail
Just as we faced the necessity of federal bailouts for our banks, despite their feckless
behavior, because they were “too big to fail”, the MLM industry – even if the critics’
worst claims were accepted – is now “too big to jail.” Indeed, they could not build a jail
large enough to house all the perpetrators and their allies.
The largest MLM such as Herbalife, Amway and all their clones are members of a
respected Washington DC trade group, the Direct Selling Association, DSA. If Herbalife
and Amway are frauds – not businesses – then fraud would be politically protected by the
DSA. Outrageous! It would mean that fraud, when it is profitable, is condoned by
thousands of Wall Street shareholders. Would fraud be endorsed by celebrities and sports
stars? Would the leaders of Congress accept campaign contributions from frauds? Only
conspiracy theorists make such sweeping and far fetched claims.
If MLM is fraud, then a financial underpinning of the National Republican Party would
be fraud. The owners and executives of these alleged MLM frauds serve on the boards of
US Chamber of Commerce and the Better Business Bureau. Are those esteemed
organizations incriminated for their silence or support? Many of these alleged MLM
fraudsters are major philanthropists. Are those millions in charitable contributions fraudbased? MLMs are aided by the US Dept. of Commerce. Some top level FTC officials
have become MLM lobbyists. Several former state Attorneys General serve as “legal
advisors” to major MLMs.21 MLM operates worldwide. More than a dozen are listed on
major stock exchanges, inferring the general endorsement of the SEC. So, who would be
left to indict the MLM industry for pyramid fraud?
Historical Anomalies
Admittedly, some multi-level marketing companies have been found to be, and others
might be, bona fide pyramid schemes, under the criteria that the FTC occasionally applies
in court. Quite a few MLMs have been prosecuted particularly during the 2nd
administration of the Clinton administration.22 Some were shut down in settlements with
21

Former state Attorneys General, Robert Stephan of Kansas and Chris Gorman of Kentucky, served as the
"Legal Advisors” for the MLM, Fortune High Tech Marketing. They currently serve in the same capacity
for the MLM, ACN, along with former Arizona Attorney, General Grant Woods AG. FHTM and ACN
advisor, Robert Stephan, has also served on the "Lawyers Council and the Government Relations
Committee" for the Direct Selling Association (DSA).
22
Between 1996 and 2000, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) prosecuted more pyramid schemes than
in the previous seventeen years. All of them, including Fortuna Alliance, JewelWay, Five Star Auto Club
and Equinox International, were companies that operated as “multi-level marketing.”
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the government. Some were found guilty in federal court of running pyramid schemes. It
is a fact that some of the largest of the MLMs have paid out millions to settle pyramid
fraud charges brought against them by their own distributors in class action lawsuits.
It is also true that the specter of pyramid scheme accusations or even prosecution, at
least theoretically, still hangs over the entire MLM industry. It is an established fact also
that the lines of legal demarcation that would identify an MLM as a pyramid scheme are,
today, inexact and debatable for court and regulatory purposes, making the legal status of
any MLM rather uncertain.
Further, the SEC has, on occasion, also weighed in against multi-level marketing. In
1998, the SEC brought down one of the nation’s most popular MLMs, called
International Heritage (IHI).23 The case against IHI was featured on CBS 60 Minutes. The
CEO of that company, Stanley Van Etten, even went to prison in 2005, though he
recently got his sentence reduced for reportedly informing on fellow inmates.24 At about
the same time as the SEC’s publicized prosecution of IHI the FTC brought down a large
and wildly popular MLM, called Equinox International and more recently the SEC
prosecuted an online MLM, called Zeek Rewards with annual revenue of $600 million
gained from a million followers.
To see how utterly anomalous and contrary to current economic trends these few
prosecutions are, however, consider that just before the FTC prosecution of the MLM,
Equinox the company had been awarded the #1 position by INC Magazine in its ranking
of the nation’s fastest growing privately held companies!25
Equinox was also a member of the Direct Selling Association. To defend itself against
the FTC, the company hired a nationally ranked expert in economics to argue its case to
the FTC that it was a legitimate business. This expert also was famous for his earlier
public defense of the Joe Camel cigarette ads that some anti-tobacco activists had
claimed were aimed at children.26 Though Equinox was subsequently closed down by the
FTC, which claimed that Equinox had defrauded the public of more than $300 million,
that pro-Equinox expert only a few months later was made the Chief Economist of the
FTC under the new George W. Bush presidency! It goes without saying that there were
very few pyramid scheme cases brought by the FTC for the next 8 years and that trend
continues.
23

In March 1998, the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) filed suit against International Heritage,
Inc., a multi-level marketing company, calling it the largest pyramid scheme in SEC history. 150,000
American households were involved.
24
“Prison sentence cut for convicted Raleigh con man” http://www.wral.com/news/local/story/11157466/
25

INC Magazine in 1996 named Equinox International as #1 on its "INC 500" list of the fastest growing
privately held companies. That edition featured the company founder on the magazine’s cover, a glowing
interview with him and a long article touting the MLM sales model.

26

The newly appointed chairman of the FTC, Timothy Muris, named David Scheffman as the FTC’s new
Chief Economist. A year earlier, Mr. Scheffman worked as an expert for the multi-level marketing
company, Equinox International, a member of the Direct Selling Association that was prosecuted by the
FTC for operating an illegal pyramid scheme, a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. Mr. Scheffman
testified against the FTC and on behalf of the scheme. The FTC succeeded in shutting down Equinox and
recovering about $50 million for consumers. However, the FTC claimed that consumer losses at the hands
of Equinox exceeded $330 million.
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Prosecution does exist as a risk, perhaps, but in the real world the prospect of MLM law
enforcement cannot be regarded as a significant risk. Global warming may rank ahead of
it. Would anyone argue that business change its course due to climate change? Many, in
fact, see climate change as great business stimulus as oil exploration in the newly melting
Arctic Ocean indicates.
The point is that pyramid schemes are businesses, as most people understand the term,
and they are, de facto, treated as such by the government. They are, therefore, entitled to
all the rights and privileges of business. These rights and privileges include deception,
financial losses suffered by most distributor-investors and, if the time comes, total
collapse due to market saturation or a sudden loss of confidence by investors.
In the unlikely event that one or another MLM is ever prosecuted, it is a safe bet that it
will have operated as a respected, licensed businesses for many years before being taken
to court or going out of business.27 For as long as they do operate, pyramid scheme
companies are profitable businesses for the owners and the earliest supporters, wonders
of the marketplace really, lauded by the business media, endorsed by celebrities and
prayed for by prominent clergy.
The conclusion is inescapable and it is time to say it out loud. Pyramid schemes are all
around us, operating in plain sight, as businesses. Let us, therefore, drop the pretense that
the few MLM companies condemned by the FTC or SEC as pyramid schemes were
different from the many others currently operating. Let us end the illusion that the rare
prosecutions of MLM companies as pyramid schemes have any measureable effect or
meaning.
Perhaps for some time longer the truth about pyramid schemes as legal and valid
businesses will continue to be denied officially or ignored in polite company. But, soon
enough, the reality will be formally acknowledged. The time is coming when America,
the inventor and birthplace of the MLM industry and the home of Charles Ponzi and
Bernie Madoff, learns to stop worrying and love the pyramid scheme.

27

In January of 2013, the FTC and three states announced a prosecution of Fortune High Tech Marketing
(FHTM), one of the most popular and newer multi-level marketing companies in the USA. The FTC stated
that “The operation affected more than 100,000 consumers… In some areas, including Chicago, the scheme
targeted Spanish-speaking consumers.” Before this prosecution, the company had operated for 12 years,
free of federal prosecution. During that time, more than 500,000 households were enrolled. FHTM obtained
and publicized the endorsements and support of several former state Attorney’s General. It attracted the
endorsement of sports celebrities as well as high profile figures from the business world. In the Charlotte,
NC, the headquarters of Bank of America, one of the most visible promoters was the wife of the bank’s
former CEO. FHTM’s founder was acclaimed as one of top recruiters of a previously large (now bankrupt,
but never prosecuted) multi-level marketing company, Excel Communications, whose stock had been sold
on a major stock exchange.
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(MLM) companies and a lobbyist for the direct selling industry. He holds certificates from
Donald Trump University and various network marketing certification programs. The positive
influence of this national figure has been overlooked in the mainstream media.
Dr. Luzes’ career in multi-level marketing has been closely linked to the National Republican
Party. Past clients include Republican congressional leader Tom Delay, Republican presidential
candidate Senator Rick Santorum, and Republican ex-congressperson Sue Myrick of North
Carolina, all former MLM distributors themselves or speakers at MLM meetings. Dr. Luzes was
also said to have been an advisor to Dick DeVos during Mr. DeVos’ Republican candidacy for
Governor of Michigan in 2006. Dick DeVos is former president of Amway and the son of one of
the founders of Amway. Dr. Luzes was reportedly responsible for Mr. DeVos’ campaign theme,
“As Governor, I will do for the taxpayers of Michigan what Amway does for its salespeople.”
Dr. Luzes’ most lasting contribution is the “endless chain” theory that holds that there are no
effective limits to the expansion of salespeople in an MLM sales channel. He explained that
“markets may be limited, but the opportunity is always limitless.”
After the George W. Bush election of 2000, it was Dr. Luzes who reportedly persuaded the new
FTC chairman, Timothy Muris, to stop FTC prosecutions of multi-level marketing, resulting in a
virtual moratorium that endured nearly 12 years. Dr. Luzes argued that few people complained
publicly about MLMs, making FTC prosecutions of MLM “judicial activism.” Dr. Luzes’
influence on the FTC reportedly extended to the chief of the Consumer Protection Bureau, David
Vladeck, who exempted MLM from new rules for disclosures in business opportunity
solicitations.
Dr. Luzes was recently acclaimed for his ingenious assistance to Herbalife, one of the oldest
and largest MLMs, during its challenge from hedge funds, Latino organizations and other
consumer groups that charged that Herbalife is a pyramid scheme and offers income opportunity
only on recruiting, not from retailing. Dr. Luzes advised Herbalife to solve the retail sales
challenge by use of “nomenclature” without structural change. Almost 80% of Herbalife
distributors were renamed “members” and their wholesale purchases made under contract as
distributors were re-defined as retail sales.
Some argue that Dr. Luzes’ greatest triumph has been to open China, MLM’s final frontier. In
2005, the government of China passed new laws explicitly outlawing MLM chain plans. Dr.
Luzes enrolled the support of Harvard University to influence officials of the Communist Party in
China to allow large MLMs such as Amway and Herbalife to operate in China with the sales
chain plan, despite the law. Dr. Luzes arranged for Amway to pay Harvard University to train
Chinese officials in government fundamentals. The Harvard program in China closely associated
Amway and MLM with America’s most renowned educational institution.28 Graduates trained by
Harvard in China were give the academic title, “Amway Fellows” and taken on free tours of
Harvard and Amway campuses in the USA. The relationship that Dr. Luzes forged between
Amway and Harvard bestowed upon multi-level marketing the highest status of free market
capitalism and the greatest expression of the American Dream, as Dr. Luzes has argued and
written throughout this career.
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See http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-09-24/amway-embraces-china-using-harvard-guanxi.html
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